
IV: Construction

The Campaign Organization had raised a sufficient number of pledges. There remained,
however, a great deal of work to be done before the Jewish hospital could open its doors,
including the transformation of pledges into payments, the finding of suitable land, the
construction and equipment of the hospital, and the hiring of an able and competent staff.

Before those tasks could be undertaken, it was necessary to establish the post-
campaign hospital leadership. Fortunately, much of this had been looked after by the end of
the campaign. On August 9, 1929, Allan Bronfman, Michael Hirsch and Ernest G.F. Vaz
had petitioned the provincial government for a charter so that the Jewish Hospital
Campaign Committee could legally hold property. The government granted this charter,
making the hospital committee a corporation, on September 5, 1929. On September 25, the
legal formalities having been completed, the "Jewish Hospital Campaign Committee Inc."
held its first official general meeting. Elections took place and resulted in the appointment
of the following men as Directors: Allan Bronfman, Michael Hirsch, Ernest G.F. Vaz,
Samuel Bronfman, Charles B. Fainer, Morris Ginsberg, Robert Hirsch, Abraham H.
Jassby, David Kirsch, Joseph Levinson Sr., Michael Morris, Harry Reubins, Hyman M.
Ripstein, Alderman Joseph Schubert, Isaac Silverstone, Louis Solomon, Abraham Moses
Vineberg and Dr. Max Wiseman. The Directors held their first meeting on October 7 and
then chose Allan Bronfman as President of the Board. Other officers appointed included:
Michael Hirsch (Chairman of the Board of Directors), Samuel Bronfman (Vice-President),
Joseph Levinson Sr. (Treasurer), Robert Hirsch (Secretary) and Ernest Vaz (Executive
Secretary). The directors made two further decisions at that meeting. First, they would rent
an office (Room 205) in the Drummond Building. Second, they would invest the $350,000 in
cash they had received during the campaign by depositing it with local trust companies at
an interest rate of 6%.1

While not in themselves of monumental importance, the first decisions taken by the
corporation must have seemed very significant to the men involved. Just a few months
earlier the Jewish community had still been trying to make up its mind as to whether or not
a Jewish General Hospital was even feasible. Now things were getting done.
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Electing leaders was a relatively easy matter. Collecting pledges proved to be far more
difficult. The fund-raising campaign had taken place when business fortunes appeared to be
flourishing, when middle and upper income groups thrived and when stock market fever
was reaching new heights. Industrial stocks had risen from a unit level of 100 in 1926 to
237.3 in December 1928 and to as high as 315.8 in September 1929.2In fact, the campaign
had taken place at the very end of the "Roaring Twenties." Early in October, however,
immediately following the immense effort put forth by the Jewish community, the stock
market began to slide. Thus began the Crash of 1929, one of the most serious business crises
in history. Thursday, October 24, the worst day of the stock market decline, saw
widespread panic. Companies began to fold and employees were thrown out of work. Close
on the heels of the Crash, but only partly caused by it, followed the Great Depression. Many
of the wealthy were humbled and millions of other people became jobless as economic
activity slowed considerably. Montreal, not immune to the prevailing winds of disaster,
suffered like other areas. Building activity declined by 50% during the first six months of
1930 and other indices showed a similar trend.3 In a more or less acute condition, the
economic crisis would continue until ended, nearly a decade later, by World War Two.
Meanwhile, Montreal's welfare institutions, insufficient in the 1920's, now coped miserably
with the crisis at hand and, in almost all circumstances, money became extremely tight.

Thus collecting the pledges made in September 1929 would be a difficult matter. Some
donors paid promptly, as asked, but for many others such an expense was simply an im-
possibility, at least for the time being. Samuel Cohen, the hospital's first Superintendent,
recalls how:

Unfortunately the 1929 campaign was held just before the Crash, so on a lot of
the pledges that were ... teing paid over a period of four years, they'd make the
first payment and then the Crash came and many of them went bankrupt. But I
must say that over the years that I've been associated with the hospital, many of
those pledges were paid twenty, twenty-five, thirty years later. We never wrote
off a pledge and many people have paid voluntarily. We never sued anybody and
pledges were paid.4

While late pledge payments were infinitely better than no payments, this tendency, no
fault of the tardy settlers-of-accounts, inevitably slowed the process of constructing and
preparing the hospital.

Institutional pledges also caused much concern. Fortunately, the Provincial Govern-
ment, the largest donor, wasted no time in making good Premier Taschereau's promise. On
October 22, 1930, the provincial cabinet passed an order-in-council granting $300,000 to the
Jewish Hospital Campaign Committee. More good news followed in early November when a
letter arrived notifying the Directors that the City of Montreal (which had not formally
pledged anything during the campaign) intended to include in its budget for 1931 a $50,000
donation to the hospital. The Committee's directors jumped at the opportunity and signed
an agreement with the City on November 24. This contract included a provision that the
hospital be completed within two years, although delays caused by the Depression later
necessitated an extension of this deadline.5

Getting the loan syndicates to pay the $82,200 they had pledged turned out to be more
difficult. The Kanadar Adler knew of this problem and, while it did not lay all the blame on
the loan syndicates, it decided to use its influence to urge the payment of these debts. On
May 11, 1931 the Kanadar Adler asked its readership:



What is happening to the Jewish Hospital? Why don't they build? The Jewish
General Committee should advise the Jewish community just what the reason is
for delay in building the Hospital. If the reason is shortage of funds, if sub-
scribers do not pay their pledges, then it should be known ... We understand that
they have not received further monies from the Loan Syndicates in the last
couple of years and these Societies have deducted the $1.00 Hospital Tax from all
these accounts ... It is not more than right that every Syndicate should turn in
the money collected to the Hospital Campaign without delay ...

Six days later the same newspaper triumphantly announced that its comments had
brought some results. Some of the syndicates had already taken steps to pay their pledges
and one, the Commercial Loan Syndicate, had presented a cheque for $665.00 to the
Hospital Committee. That day a meeting of representatives of the Hospital Committee and
officers of 30 loan syndicates resulted in a commitment to make good their pledges of one
dollar per member per year, some immediately and others as soon as possible. Further, "we
are given to understand the Hospital Committee are making plans for a quiet campaign to
collect the pledges and to start building immediatelY."6

The Depression, however, remained too intense for this effort to achieve the desired
results and money problems continued to haunt the Hospital Committee until 1934. On
June 10, 1931, a delegation led by Allan Bronfman went to the City Hall to ask the city's
Executive Committee for an additional grant of $250,000. The Municipality, also finan-
cially hard pressed on account of the Depression, postponed its decision and later turned
down the request. Still, while financial problems slowed down hospital construction, the
work did not stop and eventually the Jewish Hospital Campaign Committee's account
books showed some signs of improvement. The Canadian Jewish Star insisted that, while
attracting pledges was easier than getting them settled (due to the economic crisis), this
was no reason for the hospital to remain incomplete. The Canadian Jewish Star also
reminded readers of the old Jewish proverb that says; "If God helps with fish, he will also
help for pepper."? Indeed, after another, but less quiet, collection campaign in early 1934,
the Hospital Committee's finances recovered fully and in October of that year the hospital
opened, belatedly but completely debt-free.

Before construction of the hospital could begin, the hospital leaders first had to settle
upon a location. This became the concern of the Site and Building Committee very soon
after the initial fund-raising and by early December they had come to a decision. At a
Directors' meeting on the 12th day of that month, Dr. Wiseman reported that the Site and
Building Committee recommended the purchase of an estate known as the Legare Property,
situated on the south-west corner of Cote des Neiges Road and the projected Cote Saint
Catherine Road (which did not yet extend beyond Cote des Neiges). This plot, located within
the city limits, but still amongst farms, measured 325 feet by 2016 feet, and would cost 23
cents per square foot, about $150,696 in all. However, along with the majority's recom-
mendations came a dissenting letter from Dr. Simon Kirsch, who suggested that the land
situated on the north-west corner of the same roads be bought instead. This consisted of
two properties, one belonging to Noah and Louis Timmins and the estate of the late
Gaspard Deserres, and the other in the possession of the Lacombe family. Together these
would make up almost twice the area of the Committee's favoured plot and would cost only
an estimated $6,072 more. This location had an additional advantage because of its
southern exposure, the importance of which had been stressed by a New York expert on
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hospital construction, Dr. S.S. Goldwater.s
In late December 1929, after the Directors had had a chance to visit the two sites and to

ponder over their relative merits, they opted for Dr. Kirsch's recommendation. Settling
with the Timmins and the Lacombes proved to be an easy matter. The hospital authorities
immediately took an option on the land and made the final purchase in June 1930.

Surprisingly, the City Council turned out to be the main obstacle. A number of citizens
in the Cote des Neiges area, concerned about the possible effects of a hospital in their
neighbourhood, began to circulate petitions against the hospital and convinced the
alderman of the Mount Royal ward to support their cause. When he took this grievance to
City Hall he was told that zoning regulations could not prevent the erection of a hospital in
that area as long as its entrance faced Cote des Neiges Road. The Executive Committee of
the City Council did, however, immediately draft a building amendment to close the ward to
hospitals and planned to have this by-law passed on February 13. The Hospital Committee,
aware of this attempt to thwart its plans, quickly applied for a permit to build. The
municipal authorities refused ... illegally. In reaction, the Jewish Hospital Campaign
Committee engaged the legal services of the Jewish lawyers Henry Weinfield (Chairman of
the Hospital's Legal Committee) and Marcus M. Sperber. With a petition outlining the
great need for hospital beds and the immense effort of the Jewish community to help
remedy this, they applied for a writ of mandamus. When Sperber and Weinfield presented
this writ in the Practice Division of the Superior Court on the morning of February 5, the
Court judged in favour of the Hospital Committee. Defeated, the municipal government
announced through its attorney, Guillaume St. Pierre, that it would issue the permit as
requested. Thus, the way was open to begin construction of the hospital.9

Despite rumours to the contrary, no plans were drawn up nor architects appointed until
the end of July 1930, although previously much consultation had taken place with the in-
ternationally known consultant, Dr. Goldwater. The architect finally chosen was J. Cecil
McDougall, a specialist in hospitals who had done work for the Montreal General Hospital
and who had already been associated with Dr. Goldwater. Another architect, C.D. Good-
man, the designer of the Mount Sinai Sanatorium, would assist MacDougall in the plan-
ning. The services of the engineering firm of McDougall and Friedman were engaged for
consultation on mechanical equipment for systems such as ventilation, plumbing, heating
and electricity.

On Thursday, July 9, 1931, at a meeting for subscribers held in the building of the
Young Men's Hebrew Association, Allan Bronfman and Abram M. Vineberg, the Chairman
of the Site and Building Committee, announced that the Hospital Committee, after one year
of making adjustments, had finally approved the fifth blueprint of the hospital. They
reported that the hospital's construction would cost an estimated $1,775,000, that the
awarding of contracts would soon take place and that the hospital complex would cover
about 32 acres. They also insisted that the contractors would make the maximum use of
local labour and materials to help the region's unemployed. After reminding the assembled
subscribers and representatives of the press that access would be easy by means of
streetcar, bus and auto, Allan Bronfman further announced that:

The final plans provide for a hospital of 200 beds, divided as follows: 150
adults, 20 children and 30 basinettes, comprising all essential departments of a
modern general and maternity hospital. The building programme embraces the
building, equipment and furnishing of the hospital proper, erection of a power
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house adjacent to the main building, development of terrain fronting, and the
providing of a capital amount sufficient to take care of the deficit between income
and expenditure for the first two years of operation. Subsequently, the erection
of and furnishing of a nurses' home is contemplated.lo

On July 17, 1931, the Hospital Committee's finances being strong enough, Allan
Bronfman announced the award of the two chief contracts. The contract for the building
proper went to J. Gilletz and Company for the sum of $441,750, while the plumbing, heating
and ventilation contract was awarded to J. Becker of Villeneuve Street for $150,500. Mr.
Bronfman said that work on the grounds would begin shortly, in fact "just as soon as we
possibly can. "11

... and in breaking the earth on which this great hospital is to be erected, I
express my sincere hope that, with God's blessing, it may long fulfill the errand
of mercy for which it is destined!

With these words, Lord Bessborough, the Governor-General of Canada, placed a grey,
spatted foot on his spade so that it would dig deep, plunged it into the soil, and zestily
turned the first sod, as well as several more, in a ceremony beginning construction of the
hospital. August 3, 1931, the day of celebration, had begun in suitable pomp with a sump-
tuous luncheon, comprising supreme de volaille sous cloche, peche melba and other
delicacies, held in the Governor-General's honour at the Montefiore Club. Afterwards, Lord
Bessborough and a selected entourage visited the Hebrew Educational Institute on Saint
Joseph Boulevard, the Hebrew Old People's and Sheltering Home and the Young Men's
Hebrew Association, before driving to the hospital site where a crowd of over one thousand
people and a band awaited them. A platform had been erected and hundreds of subscribers
sat on benches. The front row included such figures as: Aldermen Weldon, Bray and Seigler,
representing the mayor and the municipality; Lt.-Col. Herbert Molson; Dr. Griffiths of the
Homeopathic Hospital; Edgar Berliner; Hyman Herschorn; and Rabbi Herman
Abramowitz.12

Rabbi Abramowitz delivered the invocation and was followed by several other
speakers. Afterwards, the Governor-General, along with Allan Bronfman, Michael Hirsch,
A.M. Vineberg and Rabbi Abramowitz, left the reception platform for the ground-breaking
ceremony. The Rabbi began to repeat the traditional prayer in both Hebrew and English:
"Blessed art thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who has kept us in life and has
preserved us to reach this season." Mr. Vineberg handed a spade to Lord Bessborough, who
delivered his short speech and, to the cheers of the crowd and to the tune of "The Maple
Leaf Forever," the Governor-General sank his implement into the earth. Work on the
hospital had officially begun! In the excitement of the moment, several of the prominent
citizens nearby each insisted on shovelling some dirt, "but none of them equalled the
amount lifted in each thrust by His Excellency." Michael Hirsch ended the ceremony by
thanking the Governor-General and by giving him a replica of the spade he had used.
Another major step had been taken towards the completion of the Jewish community's
"tribute everlasting."13

With the construction officially underway, and given the gradually improving financial
situation of the Jewish Hospital Campaign Committee, completion of the hospital was
simply a matter of time. One thing which had not yet been considered at length, though,
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was a name for the hospital. This was finally dealt with at a meeting of the members of the
Hospital Committee on October 6, 1931. That evening, C.B. Fainer moved, and Dr. Max
Wiseman seconded, a resolution that they name the new institution the "Jewish General
Hospital." Those present unanimously adopted this straightforward and unpretentious
appella tion.

At the same meeting, on the urging of Michael Hirsch and Samuel Bronfman, the
Committee decided to begin proceedings to obtain a charter for the hospital. Upon inquiry,
however, Michael Hirsch found that it was too late to apply to the provincial legislature
during that session. This did not prove to be a serious inconvenience. With the help of Peter
Bercovitch and Joseph Cohen, still members of the legislature, a bill of incorporation was
presented to the Private Bills Committee of the Legislative Assembly and, on March 15,
1933, the Jewish General Hospital acquired its charter. The first general meeting of
members and incorporators of the Jewish General Hospital (as opposed to the Jewish
Hospital Campaign Committee) took place on January 10th of the following year, at which
time its first officers were also elected.

This election took place none too soon. As early as November 25, 1932, even before the
charter had been acquired, Hirsch Wolofsky began to call for an immediate election of
future leaders for the hospital:

Who will be the future governors of the hospital? There are two good reasons
for holding the election of officers. Firstly, because the so-called "downtown"
section of the community - who responded so enthusiastically and sym-
pathetically to the campaign for funds - should be represented on the new
executive. Secondly, because the Jewish spirit should at least receive a report.14

When elections to the Board of Administration finally occurred in 1934, most of the
positions went to uptowners, although Jews of the East End did receive some represen-
tation. Not surprisingly, Allan Bronfman was elected President, while Michael Hirsch
became first Vice-President, Abram M. Vineberg became Second Vice-President, and J.
Levinson, Sr. and Robert Hirsch received the respective positions of Honorary Treasurer
and Honorary Secretary. The other members of the Board of Administration elected at that
time were Samuel Bronfman, C.B. Fainer, David Kirsch, Michael Morris, H. Reubins, H.M.
R~pstein, Louis Salomon, Alderman Joseph Schubert, I. Silverstone and Dr. Max Wiseman.

Meanwhile, construction of the hospital continued apace. On November 16, 1931, the
Site and Building Committee reported that:

The building has now progressed to the completion of practically all concrete
work, the roof slab having been poured during the past week. The bricking and
stone are being placed on the main building and extension. The power house is
practically finished and ready for the installation of boilers and the heating plant.
Most of the sub-contracts have been let and the balance are under consideration
at the present time.15

The contractors completed the exterior of the main building in March 1932. In
December, the Site and Building Committee announced that its architects and engineers
had inspected the edifice and that the time had arrived to take it over from the general
contractor and electrician. The job had even been completed at a saving of $15,000. In
recompense for this, and as partial compensation for losses sustained by J. Gilletz and Co.,
the Hospital Committee rewarded the firm with a bonus of $5,000.16 All that remained to be
done was equipping and staffing the hospital.



The vital task of equipping the Jewish General Hospital took considerably longer than
expected, partly due to delays caused by the Hospital Committee's financial restrictions (it
had decided to purchase equipment with funds on hand only), and partly on account of day
to day problems encountered in choosing, ordering, transporting and installing the many
items required. To assist in this task, the Hospital Committee engaged the services of an
American expert. Louis Cooper Levy, originally a newspaper reporter, but subsequently a
hospital administrator, had been Superintendent of the Mount Zion Hospital of San
Francisco for five years and of the Jewish Hospital of Cincinnati for ten years. From May
1932, when he came to Montreal, he busied himself with the selection of medical equipment
and surveyed every future department, specifying the amount of linen, beds and fur-
nishings to be bought. He also helped the Hospital Committee to decide upon the
organization and administration of the future hospital and wrote a series of articles in the
Canadian Jewish Review. These articles described the progress of the work and some of the
hospital's features, and generally fanned the community's enthusiasm for the project.17

Working with Louis C. Levy were several committees, each with particular respon-
sibilities. These included: the Site and Building Committee, a Furnishings Committee and
committees on kitchenware, linen, blankets and draperies, surgical and medical equipment,
and dental equipment. The Site and Building Committee, most of whose work had already
been completed by the time equipment became the principal concern, was chaired by
Abraham Moses Vineberg, vice-chaired by Harry Bronfman, and also included S.
Blumethal, N.L. Engel, Harry Rother and Louis Salomon. The Furnishings Committee
consisted of Sidney Levitt (Chairman), Jacob Albert and Edward Salomon. Barney Rubin
led the Linen, Blankets and Draperies Committee, which had only one other member,
Mortimer Silverstein.

The Kitchenware Committee held a particularly important role in equipping the
hospital, due to the desire, from the very beginning, to adhere completely to Jewish dietary
laws. The members of this group, Isadore Freedman (in the chair), S.P. Myers and John L.
Sabbath, a leading jeweller, had to choose two sets of cutlery, silverware, dishes and
teatowels, as well as glassware and other culinary equipment sufficient for five different
services. They were also responsible for devising a system whereby the dietary laws could
be effectively obeyed and confusion avoided. In the end, they ordered dishes with red lines
for meat dishes and with blue lines for dairy dishes, cutlery either grooved (for meat) or
plain (for dairy products), utensils marked with an "M" or an "F", and dish towels with red
borders for meat dishes and blue borders for dairy dishes. They also purchased dish-
washing machines, one for each set of kitchenware.

Dr. David H. Ballon led the all-important committee on surgical and medical equipment
and in this task received the able assistance of Drs. Abram Bercovitch, Alton Goldbloom
and Max Wiseman, all of whom had played leading parts in the early hospital movement.
The group responsible for purchasing dental instruments and equipment, required in both
dental surgery and the Dental Department of the Out-Patient Service, comprised the
following dentists: Dr. S.H. Feldman, Dr. Hyman H. Pearson, Dr. Jacob Rubin and Dr. A.S.
Solomon.

The final element necessary to bring the hospital to life was a competent staff, suitable
to the needs of a Jewish medical institution. The first position to fill, and the key figure in
any hospital, was that of Superintendent. Despite an application for the job from Louis C.
Levy, who had completed his functions and left the province in December 1932, the person
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ultimately chosen by the Directors of the Hospital Committee was Samuel Cohen, a 33-year
old Assistant Director of the Beth Israel Hospital of New York. He had visited Montreal
and the Hospital Committee in September 1933. When Mr. Cohen took up his duties on
November 1st of that year, he found himself in charge of the hospital's final preparations.
The hospital directors, conscious of the great expertise of Samuel Cohen and of their own
lack of knowledge in hospital affairs, gave him their full confidence. When Mr. Cohen asked
Michael Hirsch whether he had any specific instructions regarding the operation of the
hospital, Mr. Hirsch put his arm around the much younger man and said, "My boy, I am a
cigar manufacturer. I know all about cigar manufacturing. I know nothing about hospitals.
That's what we want you here for."18With such an open mandate, Samuel Cohen actively
began his work with a strong sense of confidence. What followed was a busy year of fur-
nishing, equipping, staffing and organizing.

The first hirings of physicians did not take place until June 1934, when six
distinguished doctors agreed to head the major departments. Medicine was put"under Dr.
Joseph Kauffmann, an assistant professor of medicine and physician to the Royal Victoria
Hospital. Surgery would be the responsibility of Dr. Edward Archibald, the surgeon-in-
chief of the Royal Victoria Hospital, while pediatrics would be looked after by Dr. Alton
Goldbloom, a physician at the Children's Memorial Hospital and the Foundling Hospital.
Both of these doctors held positions at McGill University. Dr. A.O. Freedman accepted a
position as chief of the Oto-Laryngology Department. At that time he held a similar
position in the Women's General Hospital and at the Herzl Dispensary, besides doing work
in the Montreal General Hospital and at the Mount Sinai Sanatorium. Dr. Jacob Rosen-
baum, who practised at the Royal Victoria Hospital, the Herzl Dispensary and other in-
stitutions, besides teaching at McGill University, would head the Department of
Ophthalmology, while Dr. James R. Goodall, also a professor, and practising physician in
various Montreal institutions, agreed to lead the Gynaecology and Obstetrics Department.
Under him, the senior physician-accoucheur would be the ever-present Dr. Max Wiseman.

After the appointment of a neuro-psychiatrist, a pathologist and a radiologist, the
heads of department held a series of conferences on the question of further hirings. At a
Board Meeting on September 11, they made known the names of all those who had been
selected for staff appointments at the hospital. The Jewish General Hospital's first doctors
numbered 72, 64 of whom had graduated from McGill University. Of the remaining eight,
three had attended the Universite de Montreal and the others came from various American
and European universities. The original nine interns, including three residents, would
assume their duties on October 13.19

Amy Mendels, a native of Lanark, Ontario, a graduate of the Ottawa Ladies' College
and more lately connected with the Mount Sinai Hospital of New York, received the
position of Director of Nurses. She would add her 17 years of experience to the expertise of
thirteen other nurses, eight of whom were accommodated in a small red house on the site of
the hospital's present west wing.

Samuel Cohen, who also directed the hiring of the small army of support personnel,
necessary for the successful operation of every hospital, recently recalled this period:

We tried to get as many Jewish staff as we could. Most of the people were
untrained. We had to train them in their particular tasks. We had staff on for
about two weeks, or ten days to two weeks, before we opened the doors. And then
we opened the doors ... 20



His Excellency, the Governor-General, Lord Bessborough, P.C.,
G.C.M.G., turned the first sod at the ground-breaking ceremonies of the
Jewish General Hospital at Cote des Neiges and St. Catherine Road on
the afternoon of August 3,1931.





V: "An Ornament to its City"

Monday, October 8, 1934. The opening day of the Jewish General Hospital had finally
arrived. Just as at the turning of the first sod, this event, which marked the culmination of
so much effort and generosity, occurred in an atmosphere of dignified but enthusiastic
ceremony.

Two days earlier, "Jewish General Hospital Sabbath" had been celebrated in all the
city's synagogues by the reading of "In the beginning" (Genesis, Chapter 1, Verse 1), as
well as by prayers and sermons of thanksgiving. On Sunday, the Board of Administration
held an open reception for all subscribers.

Monday's celebrations, dampened only by the absence of Allan Bronfman, who had
taken ill while in New York, began at a luncheon in the Montefiore Club. Governor-General
Lord Bessborough, once again the most honoured guest, was presented with a silver trowel
for laying the last stone, while Premier Taschereau, unable to attend, had sent Athanase
David, the Provincial Secretary, in his place. By the commencement of the luncheon,
however, David had not yet arrived, and when the time came to present him with the golden
key for opening the hospital, there remained no choice but to give it to Peter Bercovitch, the
most senior member of the legislature of Quebec present.

In the afternoon, all concerned headed to the new hospital at the corner of Cote St.
Catherine and Cote des Neiges Roads, where a dense, multilingual crowd of spectators, both
Jewish and Gentile, awaited the formal opening of the Jewish General Hospital. The
ceremony began with Rabbi Herman Abramovitz delivering the invocation, followed by a
psalm and then prayers by the Rabbis Harry Stern and Hirsch Cohen. Next, Harry
Bronfman stepped forward and delivered the brief welcoming address which his brother
Allan was to have used to receive Lord Bessborough. The Governor-General replied, first by
praising Allan Bronfman for all he had done in the realization of the project, then by em-
phasizing his own personal interest in the hospital, and finally by rejoicing in the great
contribution to Montreal's health services which the Jewish community had just provided:

They have been hard years, for the world, for Canada, for the City of Montreal.
Yet, through all the anxieties and difficulties of that period, the work which we



inaugurated that summer day (August 3, 1931) has gone steadily forward. Ob-
stacles have loomed up and problems have arisen, but between them your board
of administration and your Site and Building Committee and the builders
themselves have overcome the obstacles and solved the problems.

Today, an ornament to its city, a notable addition to that city's social services,
the Jewish General Hospital stands up fully equipped and fully staffed. It is
more than that too. It is a monument to that spirit of charity towards your fellow
men which has always been the characteristic of Jewry throughout the world.

I hope that this may be the beginning of a long and fruitful chapter in the
history of that never-ending struggle which men of all races and all creeds are
called upon to wage against sickness and suffering throughout the world.l

All Jews hearing this brief speech had ample reason to be proud.
A ticklish situation then arose, but one which resulted in laughs for all. Michael Hirsch

stood up to announce that although he had already given the golden key to Peter Ber-
covitch, Athanase David, its rightful holder, had just arrived:

So, between our friend Bercovitch and our good friend David they will have to
reach some solution to the difficulty. I must either address the man with the key
or the man without the key. Now where do I stand? It is a constitutional
question. We may have to carry it to the foot of the throne.

Mr. Bercovitch! Bring that key over here. If we can get something away from a
member of the Bar who is also an MLA, without administering an anaesthetic, I
think we're pretty good.2

Peter Bercovitch thereupon surrendered the golden key to the Provincial Secretary, and
Michael Hirsch proceeded with his introduction of the cabinet member. Athanase David
responded with a short address, flattering both to the Jewish community in general and to
Michael Hirsch in particular.

Mayor Camilien Houde, who had been introduced by Abram M. Vineberg, ended the
speeches:

If there is one lesson more than any other which we have to learn from the
Jewish Community in Montreal, it is that of solidarity and community effort.
Down through the ages the Jewish people, for the most part in hardship and in
bitterness of spirit, have survived as a race because they have known how to help
those of their fellow-nationals who have been in trouble, in poverty and in illness.

Montreal is facing problems of great moment. The calls on us are endless. The
destitute have never stood more in need of help. For your initiative in financing
and erecting this magnificent hospital all Montreal must be grateful to YOU.3

Lord Bessborough then used his silver trowel to place the final stone of the main
building, and unveiled a bronze plaque, which reads as follows:

A TRIBUTE EVERLASTING
His Excellency

The Earl of Bessborough, P.C.,
G.C.M.G.

Governor-General of Canada
Who on August Third

Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-one
Turned the first sod



Completed the Building of this the
JEWISH GENERAL HOSPITAL
By inserting in place the last stone

on the Eighth Day of October
Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-four

Tishri 29 - 5695
To end the ceremony, Athanase David officially unlocked and opened the hospital

doors, followed by anthems and the inspection of the building by all guests. The Jewish
General Hospital had become a reality.

The hospital visited by subscribers and other guests on October 8 was a model of
modernity in health care. Its semi-rural environment, free from the hurly burly of down-
town Montreal, provided one of the institution's principal advantages and was a source of
great pride:

Situated in a 'splendid isolation' of one million square feet of land, owned by
the hospital, unobstructed sunshine, uncontaminated air and a splendid view is
guaranteed for generations to come.... The front entrance [permits J a view of
Brother Andre's Shrine, while the solariums and windows on the rear of the
building are exposed to a wide expanse of undeveloped land towards the
Laurentian Mountains.4

Taking advantage of its spacious site, the hospital had begun to cultivate a small farm,
which in future would supply patients with most of their fruit and vegetable requirements.
A power house dominated the auxiliary buildings and contained three 175-horsepower
boilers; together these produced steam for heating, laundry equipment, dishwashing
machines, the sterilizing system and other needs. The power house also afforded shelter to
two 5000-gallon oil tanks and an emergency generator in case of power failure. Fumes from
the boilers escaped through a 130-foot chimney.

The main edifice, whose bed capacity had been increased to 226 by the time of com-
pletion, was shaped like a "T," with the horizontal bar lying parallel to the newly completed
extension of Cote Saint Catherine Road. The main block measured roughly 235 feet by 45
feet, except where space was added for the impressive front entrance (ornamented with
stone imported from France), while the rear wing had a length of 75 feet and a width of 50
feet. Constructed out of reinforced concrete and embellished with brick and limestone, the
building was made to be fireproof, having terracotta partitions and metal door and window
frames. It contained acoustic plaster ceilings, sound-proof floors and walls, and had been
painted in light blue, buff and French grey. Also, a very up-to-date signalling system had
been installed and observers marvelled at the fact that it could be used to page individual
doctors and nurses in almost any part of the hospital.

Other features of the hospital included the kitchens, solariums and state-of-the-art
operating rooms. The two main kitchens, divided to ensure complete adherence to Jewish
dietary laws, were located on the ground floor of the rear wing, while subsidiary kitchens,
equipped with "steam plates, electrical refrigeration, electrical stoves and all other ap-
pliances essential to the modern kitchen," had been installed on each of the upper floors of
the hospital.5

The hospital's extensive solariums offered patients a cheery atmosphere and a
maximum exposure to the "healing rays of the sun." Large sun-rooms accommodating 15
to 20 patients, were located at both ends of each floor of the main block and all had been
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amply supplied with comfortable chairs, sofas and chaises longues. A large solarium
covered with vita-glass had been built on the roof, while unenclosed sundecks, capable of
accommodating up to 50 patients, existed on the roof of the main building and above the
extension built for the out-patient department.

The hospital contained five modern operating theatres, each supplied with the latest in
operating tables. One of these, a mechanized, adjustable table for use in fracture cases,
permitted X-ray observation without removal to another room and was the first of its kind
in Canada. Largely on its account, experts determined the Jewish General Hospital's X-ray
room to be the most complete unit in Eastern Canada. The hospital authorities had also
purchased a moveable X-ray machine which allowed the X-raying of patients in their beds.

The Jewish General Hospital's large basement provided quarters for workshops,
storage-rooms, the mortuary suite and, in the leg of the "T," extensive laundry facilities.
Above this, on the ground floor, were the main kitchens, the dining rooms, the ambulance
entrance, supply rooms and space for the needs of personnel. The main floor housed the
large entrance hall, administration offices, lecture rooms, waiting rooms for patients and
their friends and, at the extreme east end of the main building, the Out-Patient Depart-
ment. This latter department included a large space for services in oto-Iaryngology as well
as clinics for dentistry, ophthalmology, gynaecology, urology, pediatrics, cardiology,
dermatology and several other branches of medicine.

Higher up, the second floor contained the children's wards and most of the public
wards. The children's sleeping quarters consisted of three wards of six cribs each, one room
with four cribs and two private rooms. The youngsters were also provided with recreational
facilities and suitably sized furniture for their solarium. The system adopted for the public
wards was modern and a far cry from the large rooms of 30 to 40 patients common in most
hospitals at the time. Instead, the Jewish General Hospital's public wards contained only
four beds each, and were divided by nurses' stations, with glass panels for observation. Off
the nurses' stations were located smaller soundproof rooms for noisy or delirious patients.
This system permitted a more restful environment and the division of the critically ill from
those in better condition. As noted by the Montreal Daily Star on October 6, 1934, "in the
general policy of the hospital, a democratic principle stands out in the fact that the fur-
niture for public patients, the solariums, and the quality and method of serving food, will be
the same as for private patients. "6

The hospital's third floor was mainly devoted to semi-private rooms of two beds each,
although some of this floor would soon be converted to additional public ward space. The
third floor also housed the five operating theatres, as well as space for sterilizing,
anaesthesia and nurse's work. These were located in the rear wing of the building. Private
patients, along with some semi-private patients, received their care on the fourth floor,
which also comprised quarters for residents, interns, and several other doctors. Finally, the
entire fifth floor was the location of the promised maternity ward. This accommodated
public, semi-private and private patients and included 41 bassinets for new-born infants,
special new devices for bathing and controlling room temperature and provision for
isolation in complicated cases.

Thus, the Jewish General Hospital had not only opened, but promised to provide its
patients with a maximum of facilities and care. Before these services could be dispensed,
however, patients had to start coming to the hospital. The first one arrived for admission on
October 15, one week after the hospital's official opening. Beginning slowly, this trickle of
patients soon became a flood. Samuel Cohen recalls:
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Patients don't walk in. Patients are referred by doctors. The doctors were
aware that the hospital was open and patients came in. There were obstetrics and
babies were born. Emergency procedures were performed and gradually picked
up. We opened one floor, then another floor, and we found out before long that the
hospital was getting small ... 7
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